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W

e have another varied and full Club News, with a good selection of Trials and V&V
(should this now read Trials, V, V & PV?) articles, for your attention. About twenty
people have contributed to this edition, I am not certain if this is a record but I am certainly
very grateful for the input. The item on Obscure Makes seems to have been well received
and we have another one this time. In this issue I have introduced an item What is it? and
I am considering including occasional features on Members of the Club, their motorcycles
and their motorcycling interests. Suggestions for subjects for articles or articles themselves
continue to be most welcome.
A request for renewal of your membership for 2011 is included with this copy of the News.
Please spare the poor old Membership Secretary extra work and hassle by paying your
subscription for next year promptly.
On page eleven you will see an article about how you might gain access to the Ayres’
collection. Members carrying out restoration or research on a machine may well find the
collection a very useful source of information.
The Events Calendar on page 31 already contains dates for many of the events to be held
in 2011. You might like to start entering them in your diary now!
With Best Wishes

John

Molly Durrant

Roy Plummer

Members will be sorry to hear of the death on 22nd August of Molly Durrant, widow of Alan
who died nine years ago while riding in a Vintage event in Kent. Molly and Alan rode for a
number of years in Sunbeam events and were keen participants in the Welsh Week during
the 1990's. Molly was a very friendly and outgoing person and many members will remember
happy times spent riding with her and Alan.

Pamela Venables

Chris Mawer

We regret to announce the death of Pam Venables, the widow of our esteemed member of
many years, Ralph Venables, the 'father' of British Trials in the Post War years. She reached
the age of 93 years and we remember her supporting Ralph on numerous occasions all over
the country chasing Riders to join the Club and ride under the Sunbeam banner in order to
win many Team Prizes in the 50's and 60's. There will be many Trials members who will have
come across her efficient manner as starter of the Arbuthnot Trial, ready to dock you marks for
late starting if you were not ready and waiting. Her burial will be at Swallowcliffe near Salisbury
where she and Ralph lived for many years.

Copy date 10th of the month preceding publication
October - November 2010
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Do you have an interesting snippet or amusing photo
that you would like to share with the Club?

Send your comments to :



The Editor
(details inside front cover)

Re: New Conyboro and Garden of England Runs
Dear John
May I say how much I enjoyed both runs? It was a real pleasure to have the opportunity
to ride in two such easy going and well organised events. The helpers and organisers did a
really grand job, particularly the route markers for displaying such clear and well placed signs.
The brasses were an added bonus.
Tony Churchill
Re: Graham Walker Run
Dear John
We would like to thank everyone who stopped to extricate us from under our combination.
The bike caught the edge of a huge ripple along the road surface and we were pushed onto
an adverse camber on the other side of the road. Fortunately we missed a tree in the hedge
and ended upside down in the bramble bushes at the top of a steep slope.
A lady, who was about to go for a walk, stopped the traffic and someone found a tow rope
to pull the machine off us and we emerged virtually unhurt.
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Whatever your pride and joy,
rest assured, we’ll get you covered.

We are overwhelmed at all the care and concern shown to us and thank all those who
helped turn a nasty situation into a relatively minor one.
The enthusiasts’ favourite for over twenty five years, Footman James is one of the
leading specialist insurance brokers.

Best wishes, Tom and Hilary Burtonshaw

With a UK client base of 140,000 owners of classic and vintage vehicles, Footman
James consistently uses its enormous influence to arrange our best deal for you.

Re: Graham Walker Run
Hi John,
Last Sunday at The Graham Walker Run the rear lamp on my Coulson fell-off, I would like
to thank the kind person who handed it to Ian who gave it back to me.

So whatever your pride and joy, you can be confident that with
Footman James behind you, you’ve adopted our best policy.
Talk to us soon.

Regards, Raymond Hudson
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Re: Thank you
Hi John
I would like to acknowledge and thank all those who have contacted me in various ways
with good wishes after my recent operation. Three - six months is the programme for full
recovery and better outlook. However, for an impatient so and so I am not dissatisfied with
my present progress and then of course I am fortunate in having Staff Nurse Staple keeping
me on track!

826 4547

www.footmanjames.co.uk

Footman James is a trading name of Aon Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority
in respect of insurance mediation activities only. Telephone calls may be monitored or recorded for your protection.

FP 5352.01.09

COMPETITIVE RATES on modern car, motorcycle, home and contents insurance

Regards, Baz Staple
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Club Nights at Chiddingly
These are held on the 1st Thursday of each month at the Six Bells public house, Chiddingly,
Sussex, BN8 6HE Tel:01825 872227 OS grid ref, TQ 543142.

Contact Julie at Sport Travel Solutions

Future Dates
October 7th

NEED A FERRY CROSSING TO EUROPE

Hugh McAllister demonstrates and talks about his new castings of
Rudge Ulster (improved) 4 valve cylinder heads 8pm.

November 4th

Talk by Eddie Carter on Brough Superiors,
plus an example of a machine from Brian Walker 8pm.

December 2nd

Illustrated Talk by John Hodson on Calthorpe Motorcycles,
Cars and a Bicycle 8pm.

Club Nights at London Colney
The Scott Owners Club has invited Sunbeam Club members to their social meetings. The
meetings are held on the second Tuesday of each month and start at 8pm. The venue is The
Broadlakes Lodge Social Club Ltd, Shenley Lane, London Colney, AL2 1DG and is just south
of St Albans on the B5378 (Shenley Lane) half a mile north of the junction with the B556. All
Sunbeam Club members are welcome to join them.

We guarantee an Excellent Service and Competitive Fares
with all of the Ferry Operators Including P&O Ferries
Telephone: 01670 712055
Email: juliewarnes@aol.com
Website: www.sporttravelsolutions.net
SPECIAL FARES FOR
SUNBEAM MEMBERS

Club Night Reports
August Club Night – Fish & Chips
John Hodson
This year members were invited to make their own way directly to the Trawlers at Seaford
rather than by organised run from the Six Bells. No sign of the rain that spoilt last year’s event
and no doubt encouraged by the warm evening, riders came along on a range of old and new
motorcycles and of course there were some people in cars. I didn’t count how many Sunbeam
people were in the restaurant but there were certainly many tables full of them as they enjoyed
the usual good food and service.
September Club Night – Sprints at Ramsgate
John Hodson
The first part of the talk was by Dennis Bates. Dennis gave a detailed account of his experiences of the Sunbeam Sprints at Ramsgate. His account was illustrated with numerous
photographs of participants from over the years and other memorabilia such as record cards
and programmes. The people he mentioned included Howard German, Harold Daniels, Doc
Bayley, Charlie Luck, Jack Terry, Barry Scrut, Phil Manzano, Ernie Woods, Frank Williams,
George Brown, Charlie Rous, and Maurice Brierley. The timing arrangements using a line
of cotton across the track were described, as were the difficulties associated with holding
motorcycle sprints on the sea front at Ramsgate and these included the curve in the track,
dog walkers, poor or non-existent brakes and the close proximity of sea, cliffs and on looking
crowd.
The second part of the talk was given by Eric Cadby. Eric joined the Sunbeam Club at
an early age and was much involved with the Sunbeam Sprints at Ramsgate. He described
his time as a marshal including travelling marshal. Eric also mentioned his association with
the National Sprint Association and his marshalling at the Sunbeam Pioneer Run. Nick Law
brought a sprint bike along and this was inspected in the car park and also started up much
to the enjoyment of the assembled crowd. It has a 500cc Godden speedway engine, at 14.1
compression ratio, and can do a ¼ mile in 13 seconds, terminal speed of 109mph.
Thanks to Dennis, Eric and Nick.
6
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MAIL SPARES
We sell British motorcycles
1900 to 1980
We need to buy these machines
- single items in large collections.
Any condition.
Also spares and associated items.
such as lights, signs, catalogues etc
Phone for a confidential discussion.

Ron Farthing
The Old Barn, Curload, Stoke St. Gregory
Taunton, Somerset, TA3 6BJ
Telephone: 01823 491443
October - November 2010
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Garden of England Run 12th July 2010

Tony Lloyd

This was the 24th running of this event. At first it looked a bit iffy but in the end we had our
usual fine Garden of England weather.
The 58-mile (46 mile short course) circular route from Headcorn Airfield was used again.
Fifty six bikes and three-wheelers entered which was
just up on last year so the positive trend is continuing. Sixteen were non-members at time of entry but
one entrant joined on the day and two more showed
interest. Again this year the Post-Vintage was run as
a “demonstration” class. We only had two entrants
for PV so we will need a lot more before PV is a selfsufficient class strong enough to support prizes and
Chris Lingham presides over the very
souvenir brasses (doom-and-gloom merchants please
successful tea and cakes counter
note). In passing it should be said that R Williams’
1934 Morgan was much admired.
Back-markers Alan and Mary Paul did their usual sterling job and only had to bring one
break-down back. They had so little work to do they didn’t miss lunch as they often do.
Once again our lunchtime stop was at the Lord Raglan near Staplehurst providing a pleasant opportunity to socialise and swap stories about the route so far. As usual “L” “R” or “SO”
markers were placed at each junction and very few riders went astray. All the route marking
was done by Joanna and Julian Swift and family as the Secretary made some lame excuse
for not doing any route marking this year. Everybody said how excellent the route marking
was and we’re very grateful to the Swifts for their efforts.

Most Admired Veteran
Sue Harris 1914 Royal Enfield

Stephen Healing Memorial Trophy
Jaiden Masters

Runner up
Richard Mummery 1914 Baby Triumph

Garden of England Rose Bowl
Andrew & Annie Hutchinson (Lord Raglan)

Most Admired Vintage
Alf Sandford 1929 Norton

Twitchen Cup for oldest rider
Bill Mills

Runner up
John Buckingham Sunbeam

Gordon Potter Trophy for furthest travelled
Paul March, Hemel Hempstead

Most Admired 3-Wheeler
Dave Young 1927 Morgan

E. McNab Memorial Trophy
most technically interesting machine
(Independent judges’ decision)
Raymond Hudson Coulson B

Runner up
Chris Booth 1914 Morgan

The Garden of England Rose bowl is at the Secretary’s discretion and was awarded to
the Landlords of the Lord Raglan which has been our lunch-stop for nearly 20 years. They
are normally closed on Sundays but open up especially for us. Jaiden Masters was Dave
Masters’ sidecar passenger.
Chris and Hazel Lingham have taken some smashing photos. If you let me know your
riding number I’ll check and email a copy to you.
Next year’s event is set for 17th July 2011. We hope to see everyone back again plus
some new faces and the return of some of the club’s stalwarts.

Garden of England Run Presentations

Photographs by the Editor

Contributions of nearly £90 were made for the tea and cakes dispensed by Chris and
Roger Lingham and their extended family including Chris’ Dad Brian, Hazel and Richard
their neighbour who acted as head cook and bottle-washer. Chris’ cakes were as always
absolutely delicious and as usual she had catered for a regiment. It looks as if the event will
show a profit of £80 but this was only possible thanks to the efforts of many willing volunteers who gave their own time and money.
Once more we are indebted to the Lingham family for setting up the professional looking
paddock village and we shouldn't forget that they arrive on Friday afternoon and don’t leave
till Monday lunchtime. Despite all the work Chris does, she found time to go out with Hazel
and take some pictures. Many competitors were a little perturbed by a shadowy figure
lurking in the bushes taking pictures of them but it was only Chris trying to be artistic by
framing the pictures as green leaved vignettes. The pictures [see back cover] show that her
efforts were well worth it. Chris’ Dad Brian was ambushed at the last moment to help Jenny
Staple with signing-in duties.
Results
Our President Marjorie Ayers was not feeling completely fit and was unable to attend; we
hope that she will be able to join us next year. Jenny Staple, our Chairman’s wife, stepped
into the breach and we thank her for presenting the prizes.
As usual the “Most-Admired” awards are against votes by the competitors and marshals
(no questionable selections by independent judges).
Our judges for the E McNab Memorial Trophy Award for Technical Interest were Mary and
Alan Paul; Margaret Meinertzhagen kindly totted-up the “Most-Admired” votes.
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Garden of England Run Presentations

Photographs by the Editor

The Ayers Collection
In the April 2010 Sunbeam News Geoff Morris acknowledged the generous gift to the Club of
a very comprehensive collection of handbooks, spare parts lists and accessory manufacturers’ sales information. The gift was made by Mrs Marjorie Ayers and covers the period from
1900, including the all important veteran and vintage years, together with some 1930’s and
post war material.
The collection contains valuable information very useful to the restorer or historian and
covers makes from ABC to Zenith. This information is available to Sunbeam Club MEMBERS.
If you require information, send details including the year of manufacture make and model
of the motorcycle or accessory to Ian McGill (Club Secretary details inside the front cover)
together with your club membership number and include a stamped and addressed envelope
with your enquiry. You will then be advised what information, if any, is held on the subject of
your enquiry and the cost of photocopying and postage.

48th Graham Walker Memorial Run

Ian McGill

Another well attended event at Beaulieu with ninety six riders, with just a few non-attendees.
We must offer thanks to our Clerk of the Course Frank Snell and the merry band of marshals
from the Southampton & District MCC who did superb work, plotting and marshalling the two
new routes, both of which were well received by the riders.
Just a quick note to the anti PV riders, we were not over run with PV machines, just six of
them, all of those were most welcome.
Our thanks must also go to the Lord Montagu and his Events Team at the National Motor
Museum, without whom things could be most difficult, unfortunately I understand that Lord
Montagu was not well enough to attend the award presentation, and we wish him better health
in the future.
Murray Walker presented the awards at 4.00pm, to all those who had taken the trouble to
stay for this part of the event, it is at the same time each year, and I find it most embarrassing
when riders neither tell us that they cannot attend or do not bother to come when they are
possible winners, and also makes a lot more work having to send out awards to riders’ homes.
Next year’s event is scheduled for Sunday 7th August 2011, we look forward to seeing you
all again.
A list of award winners is below.
Number
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Winner

Year

Machine

Schulte Cup
Best Veteran Solo

31

Roger King

1914

Scott

Walker Tankard
Best Veteran 3 wheeler

12

Michael Joseph

1913

Morgan

Public Schools Cup
Best Vintage Solo

82

John Guy

1929

Magnat-Debon

Walker Tankard
Best Vintage 3 wheeler

57

Barry Care

1926

Royal Enfield s/car

Walker Tankard
Most Tech: Interesting

74

John Stoddart

1928

Norton

October - November 2010
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Number
Lightfoot Trophy
Youngest Rider
Peter Pan Trophy
Greatest Comb/Age

Winner

Year

Machine

85

Richard Duffin

1930

Scott

1

David Pittuck

1896

Graham Walker Run Presentations

Photographs by the Editor

Leon Bollee
Total Years…183

Smith Shield
Best O/All runner-up

83

Rod Ringer

1929

Chater-Lea

Sunbeam Cup
Best 2 stroke Machine

34

Joe Rush

1918

Ixion

Longmoor Cup.
Riders Choice of Machine

25

Mike Chenery

1914

Wolf

Doug Dunford Cup
Best Original Machine

11

Terry Scotchmer

1912

Ivy

Charlie Knight Rose Bowl Greatest age diff:
between Rider & Machine
20
Phil Harris

1914

Douglas

Ken Blake Cup
Best Lady Rider

94

Jane Anderson

1922

Velocette

Sunbeam Tankard
Best P.V. Machine

91

Doug Ellis

1936

New Imperial

Graham Walker Run Presentations
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What is it?

John Waghorn

Whilst recently sorting through some papers I came across the above photograph of a three
wheeled vehicle. So far all my attempts to identify the machine have come to nothing. It looks
a bit like a Rexette but it is not! If any Club Member can identify the three wheeler please
contact the editor.

VERRALLS
(Handcross) Ltd.

Specialists in
VETERAN - VINTAGE - CLASSIC
and
THOROUGHBRED MOTORCYCLES

WANTED
We are interested in purchasing any Veteran, Vintage or Classic motorcycle
either in restored or "as found" condition. Also, solid tyred cycles, penny
farthings, trikes and any motoring accessories or memorabilia

We always have on display a range of machines at our
showrooms below:
The Old Forge, Quicks Yard, High Street
Handcross, Nr. Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH17 6BJ

Telephone: 01444 400 678

Fax: 01444 401 111

Website: www.verralls.com
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Life in the Infantry with BSA M20s Queen’s Own Royal
West Kent Regiment 1959-1961
Private Mummery RM 23755996 (Retired)
After completing my apprenticeship with the East Kent Road Car Co at their Central Works,
Kirby Lane, Canterbury, I was called up in December 1959, at the age of 21, for my National
Service.
At that time the size of the army was being run down and only those prepared to serve at
least three years were being accepted into the corps. I received instructions to report to the
QORWKR’s (Queen’s Own Royal West Kent Regiment) depot at Maidstone.
There then followed 12 weeks of basic training with lots of square bashing and running
around fields and woods in a very cold and wet winter playing at soldiers. This completed I
was posted to the Battalion at Shornecliffe they having just returned from Cyprus.
I was put into the Motor Transport (MT) section of HQ Company and given a Bedford RL
truck, as there was very little to do in the way of driving duties much of the time was spent
cleaning and recleaning the trucks and skiving. Then came a bit of luck, each Thursday afternoon was given over to sports and a couple of the MT sergeants and others would take the
BSA M20s out trials training. At this time I had been riding a 197cc Norman in civy trials and
was asked if I would like to join them.
We had ten M20s in the Battalion, being the “new boy” I ended up with a real old dog of a
machine but I made the best of it and faired quite well during
the training sessions. The two Sergeants weren’t trials riders
and us ordinary Privates often left them behind and played
on our own. It is quite surprising what you can get an M20 to
do off road despite their weight and only 4½" ground clearance. OK in the dry but hopeless in the wet and mud. This
is probably why the Army Trials season ran only through the
summer and into the autumn.
Driver Training at
The first army trial I rode in I won best novice and got a
Shornecliffe
pat on the back from our MT Officer, a Captain Mannering.
Due to people being demobbed I had progressed to a better bike but still an M20.
We were joined on Thursday afternoons by Eric Weston from Tunbridge Wells, a lad I had
trained with and we had some super fun. Work tickets made out for trials training South East
Kent, we just went anywhere and had fun. By this time we had lost the two Sergeants and
formed a team of three with a Corporal (always handy to have along), Eric and myself. That
first year we went on to win the Eastern Command Trial. I won the Premier, Eric won the Best
Novice and the three of us won the Team Award. The trial consisted of a night navigation run
of about sixty miles over some very minor roads. This was quite tough as the lights on the
bikes were pretty grim. This was followed on Sunday by about twenty trials sections, some
quite difficult, but I managed to “clean” all but one. A very satisfying ride. We all got big pats
on the back next morning on first parade.
That summer (1960) I got my first big proper job on the M20. The battalion were sent to
Thetford Training Area, Norfolk for about a three week “scheme”. So, I and a couple of others
did convoy duty from Folkestone up to Thetford. Now this was quite exciting as the convoy
was made up of Land Rovers, 1 ton Austins and 3 ton Bedford RLs all of which were more or
less as fast as the M20s. After standing at “point” directing until the last vehicle passed you
had to go like stink to get up front, at times quite hairy if two or three of the wagons had closed
up.
Part way through my time at Thetford I was summoned before the “Old Man”. I attended
fearing the worst as we hadn’t much to do and of course had been up to mischief. It was the
October - November 2010
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Rifle Companies who were running around firing at each other. I need not have worried as
I was informed I had been chosen to represent the Eastern Command and ride in the Army
Motor Cycle Championships at Rhyl, Wales, the next weekend, I was excused all duties and
told to practice for the weekend.
A Corporal (Fred Potts) and myself took two bikes down in a 1 ton Austin on the Friday. All
the bikes were checked by REME to ensure there were no modifications. Saturday morning
assembly area was quite a sight with about 150 machines all of which were M20s. It was a
super trial. Saturday was about 100 miles over road and forest tracks with a couple of special
tests. It was dry and you could really crack on. By now I had progressed to the best of the
M20s (49YE22 where are you now?) and it didn’t miss a beat. I completed the day on a clean
sheet. Sunday’s ride consisted of about twenty sections. Overnight rain had turned some
areas into a quagmire and all of them were very difficult. The last section was along a ridge
and down a bank with two deep wheel ruts at right angles and full of water. As soon as I turned
down the bank I was out of control. I slithered down the bank hit the first wheel rut at speed
and went straight over the handle bars hitting my “wedding tackle” on, I think, the speedo
head. Ouch!
I had lost marks on almost all the sections but still managed a second class award. I got a
good reception back at Thetford. The “Old Man “ was very pleased and said as there was not
much to do I could go home until first parade on Thursday. Now I managed to get my mates
to bring my kit home but they wouldn’t help with my Sten gun. The IRA were a bit fidgety then
and nobody wanted the responsibility of an extra firearm. So I set off for Kent all on my own
down the A11 through the Blackwall tunnel with my Sten gun. I don’t mind telling you that at
times it was pretty scary. I got home much to the surprise of my wife. Hid the bike (no work
ticket for Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday) and buried the “Gat” in the garden! Arrived back
at camp on Thursday OK.
Due to our high profile with the bikes through the summer, I was asked to do a photo shoot
to help recruiting. We had a piece of land where we practiced in the camp and I proceeded
to perform for the camera man. He wanted more “action”. Could I get the bike in the air he
said! Well being only twenty two, I had to try. In third gear up a thirty foot earth bank at about
45º I managed to get about three feet in the air and came down in a heap straight into a big
hawthorn bush and was scratched all over and with best battle dress torn. The powers that be
decided that the bikes were too old fashioned to be of any interest to the youngsters and the
photographs were not used.
The rest of my time was spent on pretty mundane duties with motor cycle driver training
being the most popular. But in the winter months it was a case of keeping you head down.
Of course, when the weather was nice, we managed to get a “work ticket” made out to South
East Kent for trial training and freedom for the day.
Next summer I rode in several army trials and
with a lot of luck I managed to win something in each
of them. I again managed to get through to the Army
Championships. This time held at the RE Camp at
Longmore, Hants. This was only a one day trial with
a long special test over sandy tracks. About twenty
sections over sandy rocky outcrops all in the dry, the
M20 loved it. But I couldn’t beat my previous year’s
performance and still only won a second class award,
In Flight just Before Ending Up in a Thorn Bush
albeit the first of the second class. That year we were
riding against others on Triumph TRWs which handled well in those conditions.
That was my last army trial. I still had the M20’s to look after but the last three months of
16
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National Service was back with the Bedford
Army MCC Championships 1961 Liphook
RL and serious skiving.
So you will see I led a charmed life in the
Infantry on the faithful old BSA M20.
Wasn’t I a lucky chap?
PS We did have fun at times away from the
bikes. I recall one time when part of the MT
were billeted in an old part of the barracks
in blocks that were due for demolition. One
night we were all in bed and the lights were
still on. The room corporal said “someone
put the lights out” nobody responded. He
produced his 4/10 shot gun and shot the light
out it almost brought down most of the ceiling. Everything was covered in plaster. It cost us
each five shillings in barrack room damage but at least we got to better quarters.

Pre ‘65 Scottish Two Day Trial 2010

Paul Casling

The Edinburgh & District Motor Club Pre ’65 Scottish Two Day Trial is held each year on the
Friday and Saturday preceding the Scottish Six Day Trial (SSDT) for modern bikes.
The Pre ’65 attracts an entry of 180 riders and is based in Kinlochleven, just south of Fort
William. There are 30 sections to be tackled each day comprising rocky flowing streams/burns
and dry loose boulder gullies, on a 26 mile loop. The moorland going between sections follows
small orange flags and is quite tiring.
Having taken up trials riding again, and with my 1963 Greeves Scottish 250 TES in a
reasonably competitive state, I thought it time to put my name in the ballot, before I was too old
and unfit to have a go! The trial is always twice oversubscribed, and ever more popular with
the foreign riders, particularly from Spain. All the best Pre ’65 riders enter, and I considered
my chances of getting a ride slim. But low and behold, I got in, and ironically at the tender
age of 52, was given riding number 52. Preparations were made with a four month run up
to the event. Tim Bateup at Gordon Farley Motorcycles in Guildford helped with the machine
preparation, and my friend Geoff Norris (who helped me lay out the recent Dick Little Trial)
supported me with encouragement, food, drink and accommodation arrangements. I must
thank Richard at the Corran Ferry Hotel for the monstrous traditional full Scottish breakfast
each morning which set me up for the day.
I travelled up on the Wednesday and had Thursday to acclimatise to the Highland weather.
As it happens, both riding days were fairly dry, but the moors were very boggy due to the late
snow thaw. On Thursday evening I signed on and collected a bag of goodies, including a bottle
of wine from the sponsors of the event ‘Wines from Spain’.
The trial was superb and just as Joan Westbrook had described; and yes, I do want to
have another go! The scenery was outstanding and the camaraderie between the riders and
observers good fun. My bike went well, and I survived without any mechanical failures or
punctures. I lost 40 on the first day and 42 on the second, making an overall score of 82, which
I was content with. I came 105th out of 180 and only lost one five, but my long legs worked
hard for many 3’s! I managed to see the Ends cards at the top of the famous Pipeline section
each day, which for me was the highlight.
The social and awards presentation on the Saturday night was also very enjoyable, and I
now have a finisher’s medal, DVD and the T-shirt! Roll on next year.
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The Greybeards - Force Majeure

PERSONAL
The Trials section members, GSOH,
outgoing personality, would really like
to meet the V&V section members who
may be able to spare some time and
assist them in good “clean” fun.
Not looking for marriage, just casual
fun and games upto four times per year.
No pressure, no ties. Very casual
wear and stout shoes/boots essential.
Thermos or hip flasks and wooly hats
optional. No sandals.
Call Chris Mawer, 07710 211913

Chris Mawer

This year’s Trial was the 52nd - for all that period they have started at the Hamilton Arms,
Stedham in West Sussex. Only the 51st was at Hook Woods in Surrey.
The Trial was based around Midhurst due to its founder, the late Ralph Venables, living in
the area as did colleagues that he co-opted to help him run this unique event, Phil Mellers,
Mick Noyce and Bob Gollner were all near neighbours. He built up a very good rapport with
the many landowners and was embarrassed for choice of country, which he linked up with a
testing cross country route using lanes and rural roads.
This year’s entry was only 45 - in Ralph’s day it was restricted to 130. On the Saturday
before this year’s Trial the adjacent Bluebeards Trial had nearly 120 - the difference being
it was all 'off'' road – whereas our Trial was 'on' road! This meant that our Trial demanded
machines suitably licensed in all respects to follow a route now totally on the highway to link
the limited areas we now use. We were denied use of the 'lanes' by the recent Countryside
Act and this together with the inclusion of the entire area into the South Downs National Park
also has worrying implications!
So it has become obvious that to retain the event for future years we will have to go 'off' road
and as Mike Holloway has offered the use of his land at Horsmonden in Kent and he is the
current Clerk of the Course it would seem sensible to accept his offer. We would also move
the date back to its traditional first weekend in September – no pheasants to worry about this
time. To make it a full weekend of sport we propose to run a British Bike/Twinshock event
on the Saturday at the same venue. As there is ample space for overnighting we will lay on
refreshments and other festivities for the Saturday night.
All this year’s competitors were consulted by Joan Westbrook on the possible change and
90% stated they would support the event still, bearing in mind many of them come from as far
as York, Wales, Yeovil, Norwich etc. we are hopeful of continued support.
Early next year I will send out approximately 150 letters to past competitors advising them
of the proposed change and of course nearer the date they will be sent the regulations.
It is always sad when we have to change a Club tradition but we do not wish to see the Trial
go the way of the Southern Trial, the South Downs Trial, the Sunbeam 200, the Hampshire
100, the Midsummer Trial and others from our history which are now only memories.
We hope this change will meet with approval of all members and any comments will be
accepted.

Trials Secretary’s Report

Chris Mawer
On the traditional date in August we ran our Star Group Trial (the Gordon Jackson) at
Billingshurst, courtesy of Peter Adorian. Neil Sinclair was the prime mover, assisted by Neville
Lewis, and very good support from Club members for observing on the ten sections marked
out. Again the entry numbers were well down, only 36, and though it is a peak holiday month,
a disappointing trend seems to be apparent - perhaps it is financial pressures affecting us!
Arrangements for the Southern Experts Trial on 5th December are well in hand - it will be
at Hound Tor, Widdicombe near Newton Abbot in Devon. We will be working with the West of
England Club of the South Western Centre in an area noted for its superb Trials ground.

New Members

Peter Donaldson

The following people have recently joined our Club. Give them a warm Sunbeam welcome.
Trevor Birkbeck (North Yorkshire)
Kevin Storey (Kent)
Douglas Lyon (Hampshire)
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Ixion Cavalcade - 8th May 2011

Dave Masters

Announcing a New Event in the Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club Calendar for 2011.
Ixion aka Canon Basil Henry Davies BA, vicar to St Barnabas Church, Bexhill on Sea 1926
-1940 was known most significantly for us, as the major freelance journalist to 'The Motor
Cycle' for 58 years from 1903 to 1961. His eagerly awaited contributions entitled 'Occasional
Comments' were far from occasional and featured in the majority of issues. Ixion's way with
words and observations of people involved in motor cycling contained the inoffensive humour,
yet incisive prose which betrayed his clerical calling. Few people knew of Ixion's day job, but
his writings, under various pseudonyms made him as famous as Murray Walker's voice and
Jeremy Clarkson's face are today.
Ixion also wrote books on motorcycling covering the industries first 50 years, his best known
is 'Motor Cycle Cavalcade' which is mostly a history of the British industry up to 1950, copies
of which can still be found at auto jumbles occasionally. However his two, largely forgotten,
yet most important tomes must be his witty and very personal recollections 'Motor Cycle
Reminiscences' has to be the most significant, written in 1920 it covers his exploits as a young
man experimenting with the very latest machines from the end of the nineteenth century. The
second volume 'Further Motor Cycle Reminiscences' written in 1927 is equally well illustrated
with humorous pen drawings and witty chapters, the first being entitled 'Girls'. These volumes
are hard to find now but are a must for any social historian with an interest in motorcycles.
Rev Roger Crossthwaite is the current vicar of St. Barnabas Church and is very keen to
welcome riders of vintage and veteran motorcycles for a gathering in the church car park to
be linked with a ride along the sea front and out on to the picturesque Pevensey Levels for
30 or 45 miles. The Ixion Cavalcade on 8th May 2011 will incorporate the unveiling of a blue
plaque inside the church dedicated to the man, look out for further details, and put aside the
8th May for this event for riders of veteran, vintage and post vintage machines made before
1940, that year being the one Basil Davies resigned his incumbency at St. Barnabas, leaving
the clergy on health grounds.

Member Services
Sport Travel Solutions
Discount ferry services are available via Sport Travel Solutions, contact Julie Warnes
on 01670 712055 (note this is a new telephone number), e-mail: juliewarnes@aol.com.
Website: www.sporttravelsolutions.net. New address: 15, Dipton Grove, Hall Close Grange,
Cramlington, Northumberland, NE23 6DR.
Morris Oils
Purchase their specially formulated oils for older vehicles with a Sunbeam Club discount,
either via our website or by telephoning 01782 410391 quoting Sunbeam MCC. By either
means the buyer enjoys a 20% discount and there is a further 10% to club funds. One can
also discuss problems and get advice on any form of lubrication query.
RAC Breakdown Insurance
Breakdown insurance at 25% discount via the RAC, phone 0800 550 550 and quote GEO 300.
This breakdown service includes car, bike and trailer but does not include cover if the trailer
fails or measures over 18 feet.
Specialist Ferry Crossings
Discount ferry services are available via Specialist Ferry Crossings either by website:
www.nutttravel.com or telephoning 02870 351199 quoting smc.
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Obscure Makes: La Tortue

Gwyn Williams

I bought my first vintage motorbike in 1964, a Raleigh 2¾ hp belt drive for the princely sum
of ten shillings (50p), which is still in the shed. This was much to the merriment of the family;
Gwyn’s got an old motorbike Ha! Ha!
At that time I had an elderly uncle who lived at Bala and who told me many times “I remember the first motorbike in Bala, Teddy Watkins had it”. Many
years and a few vintage bikes later we now come to 1997, a
friend of mine showed me a photograph of a little Le Brutus
engine which belonged to an acquaintance of his, asking what
are the chances of getting a Le Brutus frame etc to fit and how
old the engine was? The reply was that the little engine would
be 1903 or possibly earlier and it belonged to the transition
Gwyn’s La Tortue
period between pedal cycle and motor cycle, it was the type of
engine that a small town cycle maker would put on his bicycle to make a motorized bicycle.
On the strength of this he bought the engine and I in turn bought it from him.
The next move was to spend an afternoon at Allen House looking through the archives
where I discovered that Chas Peacock & Co, Clerkenwell Road, London, in 1903, was
advertising the engine for sale. Thoughts then of putting it into a frame to make a “Williams”,
what came next was a letter to my old friend Ken Hallworth to be included in the magazine
“Old Bike”. The result was very encouraging, three replies, of which the collective information
was that the Le Brutus engine was made by ML Leclercq of 23, Rue Jermain Pilot, Paris,
who only made engines, their main business was making fittings for railway carriages. The
other letter said that E Vansell Morel, again in Paris, made a complete kit, that is, everything
that was needed to convert a pedal cycle to motorised bicycle using a La Brutus engine and
thirdly a letter from an enthusiast from Holland whom I had met a couple of years previously
when I rode in the Anglo-Dutch Rally, he apparently, had a catalogue showing how Chez Ch.
Savariaux, of 34, Boulevard de Clincy, Paris made a complete motor cyclette called La Tortue
using the Le Brutus engine, this was the exact information I was looking for, so, I set about
replicating this machine.
A lot of the parts had to be made, but it finally came together and was entered in the Banbury
Run with my son riding it, quite a thrill to see him going off
as No 1. He’s done two Banbury Runs on it, having the
award “The Oldest Machine to Complete the Course” on
both occasions. It’s quite reliable, living up to its name La
Tortue - The Tortoise - slowly but surely.
I was always anxious to know something about the
history of the engine, so I set about doing some detective
work. I found it was sold on a farm sale at Bala, a dispersal
sale, the effects of the late James Griffiths. I knew Jim Griffiths and the thing that was rather
puzzling, was that he never had a motorbike nor did he have the slightest interest in things
mechanical. I had a word with the auctioneers who gave me a good piece of advice that I
should go and talk to Jim Griffiths’ friend, the man who had helped them get things ready for
the sale, and I did. Oh yes he remembered the little engine quite well and it was him who
found it in the hay loft and no! Jim Griffiths never had anything to do with it. It had been up in
the loft since the days of Teddy Watkins and I remembered the words of my late uncle Johnny
of thirty three years earlier that Teddy Watkins had the first motorbike in Bala.
I can’t talk to you about road holding, red lining or wheelies but I can tell you a bit about a
sense of achievement.
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Off the Saddle

Peter Donaldson

Last edition started with ACU Rugby and ACU S.E. Centre communications. Well, Rugby have
answered both subjects. In respect of Southend Club wishing to leave Eastern Centre and join
the SE Centre. They cannot move across with the name Southend Club and must rename
the Club without name Southend and then it looks like it could be a go situation. Whether
Southend Club is prepared to do so is now up to them. Re. the letter to ACU Rugby by Steve
Westley on behalf of the SE Centre about Trials, copy got printed in the Sporting Motorcyclist
a couple of months ago and has been answered by the Chairman of ACU Rugby in a letter
to the Sporting Motorcyclist this month. This letter, taking one and half pages, is written in a
manner which suggests Steve wrote that letter himself. He is referred to as Mr Westley seven
separate times and I would summarise the answer as ‘Grow Up’ and explains very well the
background to problems in the ACU and the need for those to be completely addressed. An
uphill battle has been going on sorting those problems for several years, and Mr Wesley was
invited to assist in sorting those out completely from within and not run away and cause further
problems for the ACU. A brilliant answer though not a quick fix to frustrations that have grown
up in the SE Centre. Mr Parker is the outgoing Chairman of ACU Rugby, what will the next
Chairman do?
The June Star Group Trial run by the Horsham Club was a good though hard event. Neil
on his 35ish year old Bultaco found his move up into the Intermediate Course a bit much and
though in the four lap event he lost a hefty number of marks he enjoyed himself and picked
up points for the Club. Joan had entered the over 50s route but on looking at what was being
served up remustered down to the easier Sportsman’s route, and won it with a fair margin.
I was in the same class and lost more marks than her, but we both picked up marks for the
Championship. As did Paul Casling in the Pre 67B Class which he won with a convincing
margin.
My next outing was the Timber Woods Long Distance Trial on 25th July. Again in a local long
distance Trial I was the only Sunbeam Member riding, amazing because they are such good
fun. A course in the region of 100 miles with a fair bit of that cross country, plus more natural
sections than the multi lap off road Trials where if you do five miles in the day, if you’re lucky.
My back brake was off tune and used the front disc brake on the Yamaha more than usual.
At one point the front wheel slipped away on a downhill drop and ‘bike and I parted having a
tumble which looked worse than it was but the bridge of my nose got scrapped by my glasses
and it always surprises how much blood one looses at that point. Detuned me a bit but finished
and not last either.
On stripping the brake found my liberal greasing of the rear wheel spindle had got onto the
brake shoes. Used a propriety brake cleaner and now with a new rear tyre fitted, can lock back
wheel on the road as required.
The July Trail ride I was all prepared for got cancelled so my next Trial was our Gordon
Jackson, which is reported elsewhere. I observed a good event in typical summer weather.
We thank Club member Peter Adorian for the use of his land.
Dug the 1967 Tiger 90 out for the Club Run down to Seaford for a Fish and Chips Supper.
A very pleasant gathering where we take over a fairly large area in the Trawlers Fish and Chip
Restaurant and enjoy very good traditional food. Well into dark headed the 60 odd miles home
not using major A roads or the M25 in company with our revered editor John Hodson on his
much more recent Triumph, he lives about five miles from me.
With a holiday with my son and his family taking up the middle of August my next outing was
the Constable Run using my 1927 Sunbeam 6. This was my first ride on this Sunbeam Club
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Suffolk Run which was thought up and first run in 2008 by Club Member Chris Styles. Chris
also ran it the next year but each time it clashed with my favourite Trial, the Arbuthnot Trial
run down in wildest Wiltshire – 70 miles mostly cross country on old British Trials machinery.
Having sold the Matchless early this year it was the Constable Run for me. Sadly Chris has
been very ill and was unable to run his event this year and Ian Monk took the reigns over. Ian
made a great job of it and the event is reported elsewhere in this News. Having lost my route
card early on, I followed John Hodson round on his 1924 350cc Coventry Eagle. Thanks for
the conducted tour of very minor Suffolk lanes John.
Two days previously had taken my daughter in law and my granddaughter on the Club’s
annual picnic which was a cream tea on the Bluebell Railway. A great success with my two
family members who had never before been on a steam train - a proper train! The very pleasant outing with fifteen of us in lovely weather through great countryside was organised by
Spike Holman, thanks Spike.
I normally manage one cream tea a year but five days later was eating another at Sammy
Miller’s Motorcycle Museum in the New Forest. Went down with Ian and Barbara McGill. Both
Ian and I are members of the Association of Pioneer Motorcyclists, as are some thirty odd
other Sunbeam Club members. This was their annual September outing which always ends up
at a very interesting location. We were lucky to have the Great Man himself there to give us a
tour of the excellent museum, his workshops where many a ‘bike has come back to life, and
then a display of him riding his NSU Supermax 250cc racing ‘bike. Sam can tell many a story
and has been one of our best competitive motorcyclists ever. His career taking him into works
rides on a host of machines in various branches of the Sport and his MBE was well deserved.
The first Thursday evening of September went down to Chiddingly for the monthly Sunbeam
Club Night. It was a talk by Dennis Bates and the subject Sprinting has never been my scene.
But I got caught up in the enthusiasm of the evening and although I knew the Sunbeam Club
ran sprints at Gatwick and Ramsgate did not know we also had a couple of seasons at Fleet
Road, Aldershot. Now I know much more about the Sport of Sprinting, a very interesting
evening, reported elsewhere. The modern Sprint machine brought along and talked about
and started up in the car park was awesome and noisy. Its Godden 500cc OHC 4 valve motor
turns out 70/80 BHP on a mixture including dope. It does a standing start quarter mile in just
over 13 seconds with terminal speed of comfortably over 100 mph.

The Greybeards Trial

Peter Donaldson

In lovely weather we ran the Greybeards Trial on 6th June this year. Traditionally this event
has always been run on the first weekend in September. The shift of date being at the request
of the landowner of the largest bit of land that we use, he requires the ground for shooting the
first weekend of September.
We also lost the use of a smaller piece of land through change of ownership. Despite the
date and part of the course changes we had great praise for a first class event thoroughly
enjoyed by all. Being a National Event we had to have a Steward appointed by Head Office
at Rugby who was Dereck Clampin, himself winner of the event in 1985. South East Centre
Steward was Club member Brian Bonny and our own Steward was popular Trials rider Brian
Humphries. The most important man of the day was Clerk of the Course Mike Holloway
assisted by Neil Sinclair to whom we thank for the first class course. Chris Mawer was the
busy Secretary of the meeting and David Jordan did his regular task of seeing every rider
away with a laugh and a joke.
The Greybeards Trial is only open to riders over the age of 40 and has a handicap based
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on age of rider. The 40 year old loosing 30 marks and each year older one mark less up to 70
when none are lost, and each year older credits a mark per year. There were twelve entries
over 70 years old, and may I tell you the course is no walk over.
The Trial had an entry of 61 riders and was won by 74 year old Tony Field with six marks
lost on observation and four credited on age. This was Tony’s 5th win of the Greybeards, the
only rider ahead of him on wins is Sammy Miller who has won it eight times.
The runner up was David Radford who won the Event in 2008 and this year was only one
mark behind the winner Tony.
2010 Oldest Finisher was George Greenland who won the Greybeards Trial last year and
this year also scooped up the best British Bike 2 Stroke award.
Best British 4 Stroke Cup went to John Kendall on a 350cc Triumph and yet again the Twin
Shock Award went home with Jon Bliss from Cheltenham on his Chinese engined 200cc
Cotswold, a motorcycle he both builds and sells from his motorcycle business. Brian Neale
won the Clubman easier route course.
The Club thanks all those members who turned out to help run this great Trial.
Despite the enormous enthusiasm of those that travel a long distance to ride at this event,
the actual number riding drops year on year and elsewhere in this Club News you will read an
article by the Trials Secretary about the possible future of the Greybeards Trial.

South of England ‘RealClassic’ Show
Sunday 24th October
South of England Showground, Ardingly,
West Sussex RH17 6TL
ELK Promotions, PO Box 85, New Romney, Kent TN28 9BE

01797 344277 www.elk-promotions.co.uk

Sunbeam-MCC Ltd: 73rd Pioneer Run ®
Sunday 20th March 2011
First rider away from Tattenham Corner, Epsom Downs at 8.00 am
For the 62 miles to Madeira Drive Brighton.
All entrants from the past three years will receive. Entry forms through the post.
If you have missed out for a few years please apply to:Secretary of the Meeting Ian D McGill 01293-771446
Email:- acsociable@virginmedia.com (Please note change of email address)
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Sunbeamers Abroad

Roy and Ann Plummer

Once again we took part in The Veteranen Tour, Moselland, a European motorcycle event
for pre 1940 motorcycles and three wheelers organised by Willi and Katrin von den Driesch,
and ably assisted by their two sons, Max and Philip. This year the event was based at a hotel
in a small village just outside Bernkastel-Kues on the Mosel River, Germany. Participants
came from Germany, Spain, Denmark, Switzerland,
France and Austria as well as the UK. Sunbeam
club members taking part included Hugh and June
McAllister, Bob and Linda Jarvis, Ian and Mary
Cockshull and sons, and Johnny Johnson. Other
riders from the UK included Curly Goodwin who rode
his Norton Dominator 490 cc all the way from the Isle
of Man joining Johnny Johnson on his Sunbeam 1928
Model 80 347cc at Hull to ride together all of the way,
thus, putting the rest of us, with our vans and trailers
to shame. Another British participant, Rufus Broomfield, aged 80, took the award for the oldest
rider. The backup driver, Lars, from Denmark drove a minibus towing an impressive pick up
trailer capable of scooping up an outfit or Morgan three wheeler. Driving this along some of
the narrow roads and tight hairpin bends was not easy. A mini bus was available for non riders
and was ably driven all week by Helga.
A wide variety of motorcycles were entered for the event, including a number of pressed
steel framed BMW twins from 1929 to 1940, various 1930’s NSU machines, four Danish
Nimbus 750cc motorcycles all 1939, as well as some more unusual continental machines not
often seen in the UK. These included a 1934 Motosacoche 850cc, a 1931 Neander P3, a 1928
Schutoff, a 1934 Victoria KR 600cc, a 1938 Gnome-Rhone 800cc, two immaculate Moto Guzzi
Superalce 500cc, plus three Rudges, vintage Sunbeams, two 1930’s Morgan three wheelers,
two Ariels from the 1930’s and three Nortons. A few riders were given disposition to ride later
machines owing to the age of the rider or mechanical problems with their entered machines,
(this did not include Rufus who rode a 1939 AJS 500cc everyday).
The event started with a short run on the Sunday afternoon to Burg Arras near Alf. To reach Burg Arras we had to
negotiate a very steep road with numerous tight corners,
and a poor road surface, but it was worth it, not only for
the marvellous views but also the delicious cherry flan with
cream and coffee! The route back to base gave a taste of
the week to come. The hard winter has left many German
back roads in a poor state of repair and currently many
roads are shut for resurfacing giving our organisers, Willi
and Katrin, much added work hastily organising detours.
Over the week we visited the Eifel area, Luxembourg, The Rhine, as well as many local
museums and places of interest. The Monday riding gave us opportunities to visit such diverse
places as a Roman Villa and the Dampflos Flugzenmuseum, the latter a very comprehensive flying museum. Tuesday’s riding was through spectacular scenery to the Eifel area and
included a lunch stop where we were promised a ‘Kleine’ (small) salad. The salad came on
the largest plate I have ever seen, and was certainly not ‘Kleine’. The Wednesday route to
Luxembourg led to Vianden through the area of Luxembourg known as ‘Little Switzerland’,
where we were to arrive at 1pm at The Victor Hugo Restaurant. Before arriving at our lunch
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stop we had time to visit a small museum at Diekirch showing the realities of life in that area,
ie the border of Luxembourg and Belgium, during the winter of 1944-45 and the ‘Battle of the
Bulge’. The exhibits being more realistic than many, depicting mud, snow, cold and the difficulties of cooking, eating, living and fighting in the
area.

3rd Constable Run

No one believed me when I said that we would have
sunshine for this event (I am right again). The event was
due to start at 11.00am me being clever thought I would
arrive early at 10.30am before anyone else, wrong, I arrived
okay but was one of the last to arrive; who says Sunbeam
members cannot get out of bed early. The Director of the
Corn Craft venue was very pleased with the turn out and
impressed by the old machines so he confirmed we can use
the site again for 2011, nice one.

The Victor Hugo Restaurant was superb. The
service and meal was outstanding and enjoyed
by all. The day finished in style. It was a beautiful
warm evening and our organisers had arranged
an evening river cruise, the boat picking us up and
returning us to a landing stage by the hotel.
Thursday saw everyone off to the Rhine to visit the BMW museum at Weisel and later the
Llorelli rock. The evening finished a good day with the opportunity to sample some German
wine at the hotel. Our final day included visits to several museums in an area where there
is a history of mining for gem stones, although today these gem stones are imported. Only
grinding, polishing, and jewellery making takes place. The event finished on Friday night with
everyone sitting outside in the hotel courtyard with music and a final get together.
We departed on the Saturday morning, although some participants extended their stay for
an extra night or two.

The Gordon Jackson Trial

Peter Donaldson

Each Season we run a Trial on behalf of the Star Group. This Trial being a localised
Championship Event and the idea is that each Club in the Star Group annually runs a Trial,
and we ride in these events and amass points on behalf of our Club. The Sunbeam Club has
won the Star Group Championship on a number of years since the Star Group was founded
back in the between the Wars period.
Three years ago the land where we had run the Gordon Jackson Trial for many years was
sold in three parcels. The person buying the middle plot was very anti motorcycles and the
venue was lost to us. At that point Sunbeam Club member Peter Adorian most kindly offered
us the use of part of his farm and we were in a go position again. So for the last two years we
have run the Trial at Peter’s farm near Billingshurst.

We got away all okay, except Roger King, he missed
the 1st turning point, mind you he was on a Scott; has this
any relevance I ask myself. On this point I must say the six
Scott's did give a good show even with the back handed
compliments.
There were no
mishaps or breakdowns which is always
a good sign. However
the riding marshals
did think they had a
major problem on their hands when they found four
machines parked up, no one to be found?????? Then
they realised these were parked outside a watering hole
(I say no more). The course took 2-3 hours to complete
and you could not get lost if you followed the route
which included crossing a ford, the Scotts
crossed it twice, why
we will never know.
All riders arrived
back in one piece and
ready for their lunch.
Everyone was surprised and pleased to have their lunch
brought to them. All participants agreed lunch as well as
earlier cakes were lovely. A good time was had by all.

This year we ran the event on Sunday 8th August and we had 36 entries. The weather was
very pleasant and the Course laid out by Clerk of the Course Neil Sinclair assisted by Neville
Lewis was spot on for a Group Trial. Debbie Sinclair was the efficient Secretary of the Meeting.
Frank Bradshaw, the Expert Class winner could have ridden any old way as he was the only
one in that class, but he didn’t and gave an exhibition of just how it should be done, loosing
less marks than anyone in any class or on any of the four routes. He was a privilege to watch.

Awards: Best Veteran Roger King 1914 Scott, Best
Vintage Alf Sandford 1929 Norton and Best Three Wheeler
Joyce Emery (the boss of the outfit) 1929 B.S.A.

Jim Howell picked up the Intermediate Class Award. Shaun Fishwick the Non Expert Award.
John Dismore the Over 40 year Award. Paul Symes normally collects the Over 50 year Old
Award but lost it in a tie on marks with Peter Haines. Doug Johnson deservedly picked up
the Twinshock Award. John Johns took the British 4 Stroke Award and our Club Member Paul
Casling won convincingly the British 2 Stroke Award but did not collect Championship Points
as was riding in his own Club’s Event. Derek Cranfield, twice winner of our Greybeards Trial,
last time in 2001, wiped the floor in winning the Sportsman Award.

Now for your attention, all things being equal, I shall
be organising the Constable Lunch Run on Sunday 4th
September 2011 from the same venue ie Corn Craft Tea
Room. I would like a volunteer for the Recovery Vehicle if
you think you could help with this essential job please give
me a call on 01480-469612. So all you oldies!!! Make a
note in your diaries NOW; entry forms will be available early
in 2011. Any questions please feel free to give me a call.

The Gordon Jackson Trial this year was in every way a credit to the Sunbeam Club and we
thank all those volunteers who made it happen.
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Steam & Cream – Friday 3rd September

Ian McGill

Members Advertisements

Thanks to Josie & Spike Holman who organised this afternoon event, sixteen members
enjoyed a superb cream tea aboard the 3.00pm train that left Sheffield Park Station, on the
Bluebell Line.
Being a Sunbeam event, the sun shone brightly throughout the journey to Kingscote where
most passengers then enjoyed the spectacle of the engine doing a ‘run around’ to couple up at
the other end of the train, ready for the return journey. This event will be even more enjoyable
when the extension from Kingscote to East Grinstead is completed.
This has become a bi-annual club family event, perhaps more members will attend in 2012.

A Bouquet

Baz Staple

Recently I’ve been catching up with my unread motorcycle books and came across the following comment in Noel Pope’s “Full Chat” referring to the Gatwick sprints –
“Gatwick was to me one of the most pleasant places at which to have a day’s sport; the
surroundings and organisation were all so peaceful and friendly, and never once did I hear a
sharp word spoken between a rider and the Sunbeam Club officials who ran the show.
The public were allowed to wander about the pits, and never did they abuse this privilege or
get in the way. If a query arose over a run or by some mischance you missed your turn, the
officials always tried to fit you in again.”
Throughout his book no other club is mentioned and it seems to me that all our events were
and still are conducted with a friendly efficiency – long may it continue.

Do you Tax Your Motorcycle on Line?

John Hodson

I encountered a problem recently when attempting to re-tax a motorcycle from the 1st of
September when using the DVLA on-line system. I had renewed my insurance which had
expired on 31st August and had received a new insurance certificate effective from the 1st of
September. I was therefore rather surprised and concerned to receive a message back from
the DVLA, to the effect that they had no record of my vehicle being insured from the 1st of
September. The DVLA uses the Motor Insurers' Bureau (MIB) database to check if a vehicle
is insured.
The problem occurred because a renewed policy does not appear on the MIB database until
the current one has expired and the renewed one becomes effective. The DVLA system has
a link to the Motor Insurers’ Database, but the DVLA is not allowed to see policies that have
been renewed until the date they are due to begin, once the current policy ends.
So, beware if your road tax disc and insurance require renewal from the 1st of the same
month, you cannot do it on line before the 1st of the month! You will have to wait in a queue
at the Post Office.

28th Welsh Week, Aberystwyth
Saturday 25th June – Saturday 2nd July 2011
Student accommodation in single/twin bedded rooms with wash basin. Baths, showers and toilets
located on each floor. Full board, including packed lunches where applicable. Covered parking for
motor cycles. Varied routes suitable for all ages of machine. Route leader and back marker so no
maps or route cards to worry about! Recovery if required.

Small Ads for Private Sales and Items Wanted are free to Club
Members, and can repeat free for several issues if requested.
Just let the Editor know your requirements.
Please note this does not included business advertising.
Address and Contact
Numbers inside the front cover.
WANTED Veteran or Vintage front hub or complete wheel with 36 holes. I have two
lightweight hubs for swop.
Contact: D Solomon 01209713169 or 07855682944.
WANTED 82mm veteran Minerva cast iron piston also any cams or engine parts at all. I
would be very grateful for any assistance whatsoever.
Contact: David Dickerson 01737 355171 or e-mail daviddickerson@sky.com
WANTED Veteran having a clip on engine. Contact: Tony Churchill 01903 203395.
FOR SALE Yamaha XT225 "Serow" (mountain goat) off-road/trail bike - registered 1995.
Good condition - everything present and in good working order. £895.
Contact: John Walker 01270-664550.
FOR SALE A marvellous reference library for someone. Every issue of MCN for 39 years
(1959-1997 inclusive) all neatly bundled up into years and charting the final decline of the
British motorcycle industry and rise of the Japanese, certainly I could not have written my
own twenty or so books without them. Open to offers, buyer collects. But will need a large
car or small van!
Don Morley Tel 01737 763765 or email don.morley@ntlworld.com.
WANTED Brammer link belt measuring 1.20 inches at widest point. Also require two No. 25
Rotherham oilers for ROC hubgear.
Dave Pittuck 01403 700658 (West Sussex).
FOR SALE HP Photosmart 1315 colour printer, good working order. £30 ono.
Ian McGill 01293 771446.

Entry Fee £35-00 Holiday Cost £280-00 approx per person. (to be confirmed)
Further details from Colin Bentham 01761-241516 or John Appleton 01296-623048
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EVENTS CALENDAR 2010
5th December

Southern Experts Trial

Contact - Chris Mawer 07710-211913

Widdicombe Moor,
Devon

National

EVENTS CALENDAR 2011
8th January

Chairman’s Lunch

The Cricketer’s Inn,
Pirbright, Surrey.
From 12pm

Closed to club

5th March

Annual General Meeting

Peacock Lodge,
Eastbourne Road,
New Chapel,
Surrey, 2.00pm

Closed to club

20th March

73rd Pioneer Run®

Epsom - Brighton

Pre 1915

8th May

Ixion Cavalcade

Bexhill on Sea

Pre 1940

9th-13th May

Shropshire Mid-Week

Church Stretton

Pre 1940

29th May

19th New Conyboro Run

Chiddingly, Sussex

Pre 1940

12th June

17th Rose of the Shires Run Stoke Bruerne

25th June – 2nd July

28th Welsh Week

Aberystwyth

17th July

25th Garden of England Run

Headcorn, Kent

Pre 1940

7th August

49th Graham Walker Run

Beaulieu, Hampshire

Pre 1940

13th-14th August

Contact - Trevor Davies 01952-691231

Testers Run

Wolverhampton to
Pre 1940
Dinas Mawddwy and return

4th September

4th Constable Run

Suffolk

Pre 1931

20th September (tbc)

3rd September Challenge

Warks/Northants

Pre 1915

Contact - Ian McGill 01293-771446

Contact - Ian McGill 01293-771446

Contact - Ian McGill 01293-771446

Contact – Dave Masters 01424-211873
Contact - Ian Monk 01480-469612

Contact- Steve Marks 01323-849199
Contact- Barry Care 01604-646818

Contact - Colin Bentham 01761-241516
Contact - Tony Lloyd 01737-555413
Contact - Ian McGill 01293-771446

Contact - Ian Monk 01480-469612
Contact - (tbc)

Pre 1931
Closed to club
Pre 1940

FOUND at Garden of England en route
1 chrome vanadium spanner belzer-lilliput 5/16" bsf at each end, open ended with 90 degree
set at one end. Contact Baz Staple (details on page 2)

LOST

whilst on the Garden of England Run. Red hinged rear light lens off a Lucas 344
rear light. Reward for return. Richard 01277 751751.
October - November 2010
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